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Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.If you can t get enough of
Brody, Veris and Alexander. These three vampires are thousands
of years old, yet getting them to open up about their past lives
takes just the right combination of events. An evening sitting
around talking provides stories and flashes of insight, and a very
special moment in all their lives. By reader request, find out
what happened to Andy, Taylor s former next door neighbour,
the aftermath of the events in Kiss Across Swords, and a rare
story from Alexander, who has the tables turned on him. A
volume of short stories, snippets, and a conversation that
wanders through time. Warning: This time travel menage
romance anthology features at least two super-hot alpha
vampire heroes, multiple sex scenes, including anal sex, MM
sexual play, and MMF sex. Do not read this book if frank sexual
language and sex scenes offend you. The time-space continuum
was restored to order at the end of this book. Promise. This is a
part of the Kiss Across Time paranormal series: Kiss Across Time
1.0: Kiss...
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This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get
a pleasure of reading a written publication.
-- Ar ia ne R a u-- Ar ia ne R a u

This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out
of this created e pdf. You are going to like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er
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